in ditches in the fields.
The later producers have tended toward sub-surface injection.
The brine dumped in these pits was almost clear, with just a trace of oil in it.
Once in the pit, the oil floated and the brine perco a e into the ground, gradually increasing the percentage _ of oi I on e surface.
It is not unusual for a pit to build up over eight feet of oil over the years.
Of course, some operators dumped their tank bottoms into the pits, thereby making an even oilier mess.
Right from the start, there were wildlife deaths, mostly birds, associated with oil and gas exploration and development.
Animals were alway blundering intc the sticky messes of oil left around. Environmen a protection was not particularly important in those days. This is not a problem exclusive to New Mexico. It has been reported in most areas of oil and gas development. Flickinger (1981) has investigated this mortality in east Texas. Rold (1970) has reported this problem in Colorado. The media has also writteni much on this problem- Tessier (1980 ), Vogler (1978 , Biffle ( 979), Partain (1978) , Modisett (1979) , Belanger (1979) , and Wise (1981) .
Avian mortality in the oil sump pits of the The term do with are still relevant off public land.
Methods
Total sump pits -
The New Mexico Surface Impoundment Assessment estimates the number of waste disposal pits at 16,000. They actually located 15,761. This is a state-wide estimate. Also, some of the pits they counted had only brine in them, no oil, so I decided to make my own estimate. I determined the number of waste disposal pits from aerial photographs I counted 5649 pits with oil in them in southeast New Me>nc°Oil covered pits showed up much darker than, for example, livestock water ng facilities, which are also common in the area They are also iJsua ly rectangular in shape and in association with oil wells. These* pits varied greatly in size. Some of the large pits were as large as 10 acres and the smallest about 20 square feet. Most, however, were between 700 to 1000 square feet in area. At least 2 playas were polluted in this manner, but they were not counted. He was conducting similar search near Victoria and we both were able to benefit from discus mutual problems.
the Gulf resing I also initiated a detailed study of 14 sump pits. I chose these pits simply by the fact that I knew dates at which birds became entrapped in these pits These 14 pits were also fairly close together, which made it easy to visit them all in a single day.
Generally, I visited these pits every other day.
I
was also able to establish the date of entrapment on 168 vertebrate animals, both from the detailed study and the regular inventory.
Many of these animals were still alive.
Resul ts I found 499 vertebrate animals killed by the sump pits. Most were birds but all orders except fishes were represented. They were found at all times of the year, but losses were especially heavy at certain times.
Generally these wildlife losses followed two patterns. In the summer, most of the losses were young, inexperienced, recently fledged or weaned wildlife. Almost all were songbirds, doves, bats, or cottontail rabbits.
The birds and bats were usually feeding on trapped insects while, I assume, the rabbits were looking for a drink.
In one instance a pyrrhuloxia 1 s oily tracks showed where he waded into a sump pit to extract grasshoppers twice.
On the third try he drowned.
The other pattern was fall losses of ducks and shorebirds, especially in areas where there is little natural surface water. Raptors were often trapped when they attempted to prey upon the struggling animal.
In one instance, I extracted a hawk hanging on to a duck. I n another case, an entire flock of longspurs was lost when they landed in a tar pit. They were probably attracted by the seeds which were readily visible on the tar.
In most cases, animals that succeeded in getting out of the pit were scavenged by predators, often coyotes (Cams latrans).
The predators also ate any animal in the pit they could reach from the bank. With small animals, the coyote usually stripped the skin from the carcass and o o 5 ate the whole animal. With the larger carcasses, like ducks normally laid back the skin over the breast and ate whatever the coyote he wished.
Because of this, the smaller scavenged carcasses soon disappeared, while the larger ones remained for a long period.
Since the predator ingested some oil with his meal, he would sooner or later die from this scavenging (Kerr and Edwards -1981) .
The predators appeared to scavenge their particular pits every week to 10 days.
About half the pits were scavenged by coyotes. Bobcats have also been observed scavenging.
In some cases, the pit bottoms were readily visible. Usually this occurred when the operator dumped the oily waste from the bottom of his storage tank into a depression in the ground. This tarlike sludge sat there attracting insects, which in turn attracted birds. They were stuck there, easily visible, until the operator dumped more sludge into the pit when they were covered up. While this time varies from two weeks to two years, the average time seems to be a year.
When a bird or other animal lands in a pit with only a skim of oil on it it does not readily sink. Many of them struggle to the banks, where they are scavenged by coyotes.
Others, perhaps landing in an area ot the pit where there is little or no oil, recognize the hazard and tiy off before their feathers are badly fouled. Their eggs will suffer from reduced hatchability if this happens in or near the nesting season.
If their feathers are fouled by the oil and the bird dies, it floats on top of the brine, but under the oil.
Its body shape is usually readiy visible.
Or if it does sink, it refloats when the gases in its body expand.
It eventually sinks when the body has disintegrated sufficiently to permit the gases to escape.
The final sinking normally happens in the summer or during warm spells in the winter. Depending upon the warmth of the liquid and the size of the animal, it sinks in about four weeks in the summer or four months in the winter.
Other animals landed in pits with considerable oil case, the animals, once they sink the first time, float.
Since different oils have different specific not necessarily true elsewhere. in them.
In this usually do not regravities, this is The sinking time varies as to size and weather.
In the summer, some songbirds sank immediately, while others took up to four days in e winter.
Aquatic birds always took longer, from a week in hot weather to three and more in the cold. Prior to that, the kill from the oil and gas industry was probably worse, judging from the descriptions given in historical literature.
Many of the oilfield personnel interviewed told of wading through two inches of oil covering up to ten acres, in order to service a problem well.
sump pits on public lands were about half of the present kill is approximately 225,000. This is private and New Mexico State-owned lands.
All
West Texas was always and still is considerably
Since the numbers of total, the estimated almost completely on indications are that worse.
Those estimates are probably lower than the actual kill. At least three oil companies remove birds when they find them to avoid adverse pu ty.
Of the animals found, 37% were songbirds, mostly mockingbirds (Mimus polyql ottos) , pyrrhuloxia ( At least some of the area ranchers, when they find a cow, who has ingested brine from a pit, immediately sell it to a butcher shop.
I have no idea of the effect on human health.
When an oiled bird escapes from a sump pit, he is then beset by a number of other problems.
If he cannot clean his feathers suffi ciently to fly, he will be eaten by a predator.
If he can clean his feathers and y, he may have ingested enough oil to kill him (Hartung and Hunt, 1966) If the oil did not kill the bird, he may suffer from sub-lethal effects that may reduce the bird's capacity for long-term survival (Miller, et al, 1978) .
Also, females ingesting sub-lethal doses have an altered yolk structure in their eggs, which reduces h \ At Patuxent, in a test simulating a mother duck returning to he nest with oil on her breast, eggs also suffered reduced hatchability (Bioscience, 1976 The best method of cleanup, however, is to commercially utilize the material in the pit.
In East Texas, Flickinger (1981) found styrene-tar from sump pits was recycled for the recovery of ethyl benzene, toluene, cumene, and fuel oil.
In the same study sump pits were drained and used for treating railroad ties.
Removal of the paraffin from the waste petroleum will usually make the petroleum saleable to a refinery 
